Provide a Safe & Ergonomic Work Environment

Could Your Work Environment Be Safer?

A Solution That Protects Workers and Stored Items

Automated storage and picking solutions deliver stored items to the operator; eliminating reaching, bending, walking, twisting and lifting activities commonly associated with shelving. This OSHA friendly work environment reduces worker fatigue and reduces risk of worker injury.

In addition to worker ergonomics, all units feature multiple safety systems. Light curtains, emergency stop buttons, automatic shutter doors and photo eyes ensure the safety of both workers and the stored items. Safety can be further increased with additional safety doors, integrated safety mats, and software enabled access.

100% Safe & Ergonomic Access

- Goods to Person Delivery Eliminates Climbing, Bending, Reaching, Pushing & Pulling Associated with Shelving and Cabinets
- Easily Integrate Hoists, Lifts, Carts & Transport Tables Into The Workstation
- Multiple Safety Features Protect Both Workers & Stored Items
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